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Abstract
Notifications may have a disruptive effect on users and the vision of a smart notification delivery is still an open question. Alternatively to existing user-opaque solutions, we identify the lack of significant end-user personalization features as one of the main issues in the “traditional” notification management. In this paper, we explore a preference-based approach towards smart notification delivery. By considering existing in-the-wild studies that directly involve users, we defined a set of preferences to customize the notification delivery, and we built a mobile application for their set up. We evaluated the understandability of such preferences, and the acceptance of our preference-based approach in a user study with 10 participants. Preliminary results show that the preferences were easily understood, and that users are willing to set them up.
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Introduction and Motivations
The disruptive effect that the continuous interruptions of notifications cause to the users has already been demon-
strated in the literature (e.g., [4, 1, 3]). While receiving more messages and social network updates make users feel more connected with others, an increasing number of notifications is associated with an increase in negative emotions [18]. Moreover, the number of smart objects in the contemporary Internet of Things (IoT) perspective increases every day, ranging from smartphones to smart appliances, like thermostats and fridges. In this context, notifications are widely adopted, thus highlighting even more the need of smartly managing the notification delivery [21].

At the best of our knowledge, the vision of a smart notification delivery does not seem completely reached by any previous work. The prevailing trend in this field is to analyze large data sets of data to train machine learning algorithms, without directly involving users in customizing the notification delivery. Contrary to such an approach, which produces completely opaque solutions to the users, we identify the lack of significant end-user personalization features as one of the main issues in the “traditional” notification management. In this paper, we started to explore a different approach towards a smart notification delivery, i.e., a preference-based mechanism that allows end-users to customize the management and delivery of their notifications. The general architecture of the approach is shown in Figure 1. An intelligent notification system exploits the preferences of the user and her current context to smartly deliver notifications on one or more user devices. The following scenario better explains our idea:

Lucy, an architect, is in her office. In this place, there are four devices connected to the Internet: three Lucy’s personal devices (a smartphone, a tablet, and a laptop), and a smart TV, which Lucy uses during her breaks or for meetings. When Lucy is working on her PC, as now, she prefers to avoid distractions. In this situation, she is upset when new notifications force her to look away from the PC. In particular, she would prefer not to receive any not-important notifications (e.g., a chat message from a friend, or an advertisement notification). However, she shares a chat-messaging group with her sons, and she considers such messages as very important: she would like to receive them instantly. Lucy has already started to use a smart notification system that is customizable through her preferences. When her friend Mark sends her the usual (and boring) daily message, the system keeps the notification pending. Instead, when her son John sends her a chat message, the system immediately displays it on the PC screen. After a while, when Lucy turns the PC off and starts to watch the TV, the system shows the Mark’s message on the TV screen.

By communicating her preferences to a smart notification system, Lucy avoided distraction from notifications she hates. Furthermore, she received important notifications instantly, in a way compliant with her current activities. Lucy is very happy because she has all her messages under control. Furthermore, she can update her preferences in any moment. To take a step towards realizing the system used by Lucy, we focus on the definition and the evaluation of a set of user preferences to customize the notification delivery, along with a possible way to create them. We firstly conducted a literature analysis by focusing on how users perceive notifications. Thanks to the analysis, we defined three main categories of preferences for end-users. Then, we built a mobile application for allowing users to set up their notification preferences, and we carried out a user study with 10 participants. We were interested in assessing the acceptance of our preference-based approach, along with evaluating the understandability of the preferences we defined. Results show that the preferences provide a good match for the mental model of users. Furthermore, users
appreciate the proposed approach, and most of them are willing to set up their preferences in daily life.

**Background and Related Work**

As already reported in the Introduction, the problem of overwhelming notifications has been analyzed in numerous studies, which mainly analyze how notifications influence users engaged in their tasks (e.g., [1, 5, 2]). More recently, with a large-scale assessment of mobile notifications, Pielot et al. [18] report the disadvantages brought by the increasing number of notifications, such as stress and feeling overwhelmed.

Although the literature clearly shows the need of smartly delivering notifications, such vision is still an open question. Given the complexity of creating systems to smartly interrupt users, the focus of many previous works is on understanding how to compute accurate costs of interruption, and on reasoning about appropriate moments for interrupting users engaged in tasks and activities (e.g., [8, 10, 9]). Other recent existing works propose strategies to improve the user experience with notifications, like reducing interruptions, deferring notifications until the right time, and communicating (un)availability of users [18]. For example, Pejovic and Musolesi [17] propose the design of an intelligent interruption mechanism, based on a machine learning classifier, to show notifications to the user at the right moment. Furthermore, Okoshi et al. [15] propose a middleware, named Attelia, to detect good breakpoints to deliver notifications. In a subsequent work, the authors extend their middleware to Attelia II, one of the few systems that considers multi-device environments [16]. Finally, other studies try to identify suitable moments to deliver notifications. For example, Fisher et al. [6] states that the end of episodes of mobile interaction, like phone calls or text messages, are a good moment to deliver notifications, while Pielot et al. [19] consider the data deriving from smartphones usage to analyze user attention.

Despite the large literature about notifications management, existing works mainly propose solutions that are completely opaque to the users (e.g., by using machine learning techniques). We follow another approach towards a smart notification delivery, i.e., allowing users to directly define their notification preferences. At the best of our knowledge, such an approach has not yet been explored.

**User Preferences for the Notification Delivery**

To define a set of user-preferences for customizing the notification delivery, we conducted a literature analysis by considering large in-the-wild studies. The main finding that emerged from the analysis was that the user interruptibility highly depends on the current task [12, 13]. Thus, we first defined a hierarchy of user activity to be linked with the user preferences (e.g., “if I am in a work meeting, my notification preferences are...”). Figure 2 shows a partial view of the hierarchy. Then, we derived three main categories of notification preferences, which are summarized in Table 1 and described in the remainder of this section.

Thinking of a multi-device environment, we were interested in allowing users to customize a) **Target Devices (TD)**, b) **Notification Modalities (NM)**, and c) **Delivery Moments (DM)**. Preferences are supposed to be relative to a specific activity, a set of activities (e.g., for all the work-related activities), or, more generically, for all the activities. In this way, preferences dynamically adapt to the user context and can be defined in advance by users, without the need of continuously interacting with the smart notification system that exploits them. We built an ontology\(^1\) to allow the del-

\(^1\)The ontology is available at http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/awarenotifications.owl
inition of the user preferences and their link with the user activities.

**Accessibility Level.** Two real-world studies about notifications [12, 13] show that the user activity may influence the acceptability of notifications. Furthermore, the notification modality significantly influences the time needed by the user to see notifications [13]. We summarized such findings in a first preference category, i.e., the **Accessibility Level**. The preference allows to specify how a user is able to interact with her devices during activities of a certain type, thus influencing the Notification Modalities (NM), and the Target Devices (TD). For each activity type, the **Accessibility Level** can be a combination of the following values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preference</th>
<th>Delivery Aspect</th>
<th>TD &amp; NM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accessibility Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type Priority</strong></td>
<td>DM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Priority</strong></td>
<td>DM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** The preferences for the notification delivery customization. They allow to influence three Delivery Aspects: Target Devices (TD), Notification Modalities (NM), and Delivery Moments (DM).

- **Sight.** When I am doing these activities, I can read notifications on nearby displays.
- **Hearing.** When I am doing these activities, I can receive audio notifications.
- **Hands.** When I am doing these activities, I can directly interact with my devices to receive notifications (e.g., take the smartphone from the pocket).

**Type Priority.** Not all the notifications have the same importance for the user [7, 11, 20]. In particular, the importance of a notification is correlated with the application source that generates the message [20]. By considering these findings, we defined the second preference category, i.e., the **Type Priority**, that relates to the notification type (e.g., instant messages, social updates, advertisements, etc.). The preference allows users to customize the Delivery Moment (DM) of a certain type of notifications. We included in this preference the notion of “natural break-point” [14], i.e., the boundary between two adjacent units of a user’s activity, in which the acceptability of notifications increases [9]. In particular, the preference is composed of three mutually-exclusive values:

- **High Priority.** When I am doing these activities, I want to receive notifications of this type immediately, in the most intrusive way.
- **Medium Priority.** When I am doing these activities, I would like to receive notifications of this type instantly, but only if my other preferences (i.e., Accessibility Level and Type Priority) are respected.
- **Low Priority.** I do not want to receive notifications of this type when I am doing these activities. At least, I would like to finish what I am doing before being notified.

**Social Priority.** Sahami et al. [20] demonstrate that important notifications are about people: notifications from apps that can be used for communication with others are rated significantly more important than notifications from all other categories. Furthermore, the study of Mehrotra et al. [13] demonstrate that the type of the sender has a significant impact on the notification acceptability. Thus, we defined the third preference category, i.e., the **Social Priority**, that relates to the notification sender typology (e.g., family, friends, work colleagues). This preference allows users to customize the Delivery Moment (DM) of notifications of a certain sender. It is composed of two mutually-exclusive values:

- **Important Sender.** When I am doing these activities, I would like to receive notifications from such senders instantly, but only if my other preferences are respected.
- **Not Important Sender.** I do not want to receive notifications from such senders when I am doing these activities. At least, I would like to finish what I am doing before being notified.
Preferences at Run-Time

Working Examples

The defined user-preferences are supposed to be inserted, deleted, and updated at any time by users. Furthermore, the preferences can be combined to obtain more complex behaviors. For example, during work meetings, a user might not be interested in private Instant Messages (Low Priority), but in e-mails from her colleagues (Medium Priority). Furthermore, the user could prefer to view such notifications directly on her smartwatch (Sight Accessibility Level). However, if the meeting is boring, the user can simply update her preferences, e.g., by giving a Medium Priority to private Instant Messages, too. To summarize, Lucy, the girl of the scenario that inspired our idea (reported in the Introduction), used the following preferences to customize the delivery of her notifications:

- if my activity is of type “Working on PC”, my accessibility level is “Sight”;
- if my activity is of type “Watching the TV”, my accessibility level is “Sight” and “Hands”;
- notifications of type “Instant Messaging” have “Low priority” for all the activities;
- “Friends” are a “Not important” contact when I am “Working on PC”;
- “Familiars” are an “Important” contact for all the activities.

Preferences Composition

We developed a mobile application (Figure 3 and 4) that allows users to easily interact with their own notification preferences. In particular, by exploiting the ontology we built, such an application allows users to insert, update, and view such preferences. In the composition process, thanks to three sequential menus, the application guides users to select: a) the preference category b) the activity (or the set of activities) to be linked with the preference (Figure 3), and c) the preference values (Figure 4).

Preliminary Evaluation

We preliminarily evaluated the preference-based approach towards smart notification delivery by assessing both its acceptance and the understandability of the defined user-preferences. We carried out an in-lab study where 10 participants tried to compose their preferences through the application. The participants (5 female, mean age 24.7 years, $SD = 4.57$) were recruited thanks to a mailing list of students of our university. Before the test, we introduced them to the definable preferences with a short video presentation.

Study Design

We followed a within-subject design. The test was a trial of four different tasks to be completed by all the participants. A task included a real-world scenario which described a generic user: owned devices, usually performed activities, typically received notifications, etc. An example of a scenario was:

John is a programmer. Usually, he works from home. He owns a PC, that he uses for his work projects. Furthermore, he owns two personal devices: a smartphone and a tablet. John receives a lot of messages and calls from his friends, because he is a very sociable guy. In this period, John has a lot of work. Typically, after a session on his PC, he takes a break by playing with his tablet.

Participants had to impersonate the user of the scenario. Without a predefined goal, they were free to insert the preferences at their will in the mobile application. Then, after the composition phase, we described to the participants the delivery of a specific notification related to the scenario. In the case of John, such a notification was explained with the following statements:
John is at home, working on his PC. He has forgotten his smartphone in another room, in vibration mode. John’s tablet is turned on, in silent mode, on the desk. When John is working, a friend sends him a WhatsApp message. After a while, John takes a break playing with his tables.

Participants had to predict the delivery of the notification on the basis of the preferences they inserted in the composition phase. They had to indicate, on a paper-questionnaire, Target Devices (TD), Notification Modalities (NM), and Delivery Moments (DM). The right answers were provided to the participants at the end of the test. We concluded the user study with a final questionnaire with four questions based on a Likert-scale from 1 (Very bad) to 5 (Excellent).

The questions investigated the mobile application intuitiveness and usability, the acceptability of the preferences-based approach, and the usage of such preferences in their daily life.

Results and Discussion
To assess the understandability of the user-defined preferences, we assigned three correctness prediction-value (for TD, NM, and DM) to all tasks completed by a users by analyzing the inserted preferences and the context described by the scenarios. The correctness value was the percentage of correct answers, normalized from 0 (totally wrong prediction) to 1 (completely correct prediction). We obtained the following results:

- **TD Prediction:** the correctness average for Target Devices was 0.81 ($SD = 0.30$).
- **NM Prediction:** the correctness average of Notification Modalities was 0.90 ($SD = 0.21$).
- **DM Prediction:** the correctness average of Delivering Moments was 0.90 ($SD = 0.29$).
- **Total Prediction:** the overall correctness average was 0.87 ($SD = 0.27$).

Ratings of the final questionnaires were high for each question. The application was considered intuitive ($M = 4, SD = 0.67$), and with a good usability ($M = 4.20, SD = 0.79$). The participants considered as absolutely acceptable the time spent to insert their preferences ($M = 4.40, SD = 0.84$), and they said that they would like to compose them in their daily life ($M = 4.40, SD = 0.84$).

The user study first reveals that the preferences we defined provide a good match for the user mental model. In fact, with a high accuracy (i.e., 87%, in average), participants predicted the notification delivery. We noticed that preferences were easy to understand and compose, and the required time to set them up (a couple of minutes, in average) was considered absolutely acceptable. From these results, user-defined preferences seem to be a valid approach, and the adopted preferences facilitate users to understand what happens with their notifications.

Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we started to explore a new approach for smart notification systems, i.e., a preference-based mechanism that allows end-user to customize the notification delivery in multi-device environments. To take a step towards this vision, we defined a set of user preferences, along with a mobile application for their composition. Such preferences come from a careful analysis of large in-the-wild studies about notifications. We preliminary evaluated the understandability and the acceptance of the preferences-based approach in a user study with 10 participants. Starting from the defined preferences and the mobile app, future works will include the development and the evaluation of a complete preference-based smart notification system.
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